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call for contributors

ATG Millenium Issue

You have ONE year! Is there something you want to study? Who were the important people of the twentieth century? What were the important trends? What were the issues and happenings that shaped our world? What else?

Against the Grain seeks your help, contribution, and input.

The phone lines are open—
http://www.against-the-grain.com
843-723-3536
strauchc@cofc.edu

LEGAL ISSUES

Editec by Anne F. Jennings (InfoFacto) and Jack Montgomery (Western Kentucky Univ.)
Copyright Questions and Answers ... 50
A regular column in which Laura Gasaway answers all kinds of nitty-gritty questions.

Legally Speaking ... 48
This month Lloyd Rich writes about the Protection of Fictional Characters.

Cases of Note ... 52
Copyright—Collected Works; Copyright—Work-for-Hire When is an employee an employee?—Right to authorship credit.

ATG interviews

Ron Akie—SilverPlatter, Inc.

Rumors .................. 1
Deadline .................. 6
Letters to the Editor .............. 6

FEATURES

quality of the electronic material they are licensing, and they need not accept at face value that adding an electronic edition must necessarily cost more.

What the scientist really wants from electronic journals .............. 26

Says Anthony Watkinson: "The starting point is that publishers and librarians alike are in reality intermediaries. We are all links in the information chain."

Op—Ed — Opinions and Editorials 30

Robert Franklin has an opinion about the “Protection of Literary Titles” article that appeared in the September ATG (pp. 56-57, 60).

Back Talk — Lost in Space: 86

Three Competing Virtual Libraries by Tony Ferguson

ATG INTERVIEWS

Ron Akie—SilverPlatter, Inc.

From the Reference Desk .............. 36

Tom Gilson continues his reference reviews!

Book Reviews .............. 40

Reviews of Necessary Losses — Plagued by Feelings of Loss, Imperfection, and Ambiguity? Welcome to Adulthood,

Library Collection Development in the Information Age, and H.L. Mencken: A Descriptive Bibliography.

TestDriving CD-ROMs .............. 44

Reviews of CD-ROM products — Encyclopedia Britannica CD-ROM and Funk and Wagnell’s Unabridged Encyclopaedia

Media Minder .............. 55